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Cloud-based services and mitigating risks
Purpose
This Records Advice has been prepared to provide ACT Government employees with guidelines for understanding recordkeeping requirements when considering using cloud-based or externally hosted services to support ACT government business. This Records Advice should be read in conjunction with Records Advice 76 Cloud-based services and recordkeeping considerations, Records Advice 77 Cloud-based services and understanding the risks, the ACT government’s Cloud Policy (TBA) and the advice developed by Shared Services ICT.
Background
Cloud computing poses both benefits and risks for ACT government agencies. Efficiency gains and cost savings need to be weighed against the risks that cloud arrangements may present to privacy, security and records management. Many identified risks may be sufficiently mitigated by carefully assessing potential cloud-service providers, and by negotiating service level agreements and contract terms and conditions. Agencies are ultimately responsible and accountable for managing their records wherever they are held.
Mitigating risks
When considering the use of cloud-based services, it is important to understand the risks they may present to the agency’s records and, if a risk is unacceptable, to either mitigate that risk or avoid the cloud-based solution altogether. For a list of records-related risks that may arise from cloud-based services, see Records Advice 76 Cloud-based services and understanding the risks.
Agencies should undertake a risk assessment using the ACT Government risk management framework and perform checks when entering into any contract for an outsourced service and during the life of the contract – for example, data quality checks, data quantity checks and security checks. Following the initial assessment, agencies may be able to mitigate some risks by specifying remedies or other requirements in a service level agreement or contract. Some providers may have standard service level agreements or contracts, however the terms need to be acceptable not only to the provider but also to the agency on behalf of the ACT Government.
A contract should outline measures that will help ensure the cloud arrangements will appropriately manage and protect the ACT Government’s information – for example, the ability for data to be migrated back to the ACT Government or an alternate provider. This helps to ensure that the information is protected and all costs are agreed. The agency may need to seek legal or accounting expertise to assist in specifying and assessing requirements in a service level agreement. Cloud service contracts should contain information about ownership, security, privacy, recordkeeping and confidentiality provisions. Agencies should ensure these provisions adequately address the identified risks to the ACT Government.
Not all of the risks identified will be able to be managed through the contract, and the agency may need to take other steps to adequately reduce the risk to its records presented by a cloud service arrangement. For many common information management risks, having an adequate contract in place should be enough to reduce the risk to an acceptable level. Some examples to consider in developing a service level agreement or contract that protects ACT Government records include:
Data location: If the cloud that hosts your data has servers in another country, the laws of that country may govern your data when stored in that server. If that means unacceptable risks, choose service providers that state within the contract that their servers are located within Australia.
Information ownership: Cloud systems that are used to generate data can result in a situation where both the provider and the user have contributed to generating the resulting information, and both parties may claim a legal interest in the data. If that is an unacceptable risk, look for service providers that, through the contract, attribute ownership of the data to the client rather than the service provider.
Information privacy and security: Once information is stored in the cloud, the ACT may have less direct control over security and access arrangements. If that is an unacceptable risk, look for service providers that specify privacy and security measures that will enable them to meet the obligations of the ACT Government.
Accessibility and usability: Access, use and re-use of the data stored in the cloud may be restricted, either during server down time or for other reasons. If the cloud service provider discontinues its service, the information or data may be lost and not recoverable. In many cases these types of situations are an unacceptable risk to government information. Ensure the contract includes statements about ensuring continuing access or an export of data in a usable format when required.
Backup and disaster recovery: ICT governance arrangements ensure that regular back-ups of managed data are performed regularly for business continuity and disaster recovery purposes. Look for service providers that, through the contract, ensure regular back-ups are performed in line with ACT Government practice.
Metadata management: Metadata is a means by which information can be confirmed as complete and authentic. It also helps to ensure that records are findable, accessible, useable and retained for as long as required. Look for cloud service providers that ensure all required metadata will be maintained in a relationship with the core records. This metadata should comply with Territory Records Office standards.

For more information
Records Advice 76 Cloud-based services and recordkeeping considerations.
Records Advice 77 Cloud-based services and understanding the risks.
To view the cloud policy for the ACT government see Cloud Policy (TBA).
Contact the Territory Records Office at:
tro@act.gov.au
Contact Shared Service ICT at:
ICTSharedServices@act.gov.au
The ACT Government risk management framework
http://www.cwd.act.gov.au/act-insurance-authority/risk-management
The complete list of Records Advices is on the internet at http://www.territoryrecords.act.gov.au/recordsadvice
More detailed information on the ACT Government records management regime may be found in the Territory Records Office Standards http://www.territoryrecords.act.gov.au/standards and the related Territory Records Office Guidelines http://www.territoryrecords.act.gov.au/guidelines.
This Records Advice was informed by State Records NSW, Public Record Office Victoria, Queensland State Archives and National Archives of Australia.

